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Antibacterial coating of catheters with lipid nanoparticles using atmospheric
plasma sources
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The spread of multi-resistant pathogens and the associated complications increase

more and more in the treatment of patients worldwide. It turns out that the medical and

pharmaceutical activities in the Western countries are not sufficient to stop these

pathogens. Therefore, the effective germ reduction of medical devices and materials is

very important.In this study a novel concept was pursued for the prevention of

colonization of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus strains (MRSA) and other

pathogen bacteria relevant for medical devices, especially of catheters: Plasma coating

technique with lipid nanoparticles was demonstrated on angiography-catheters. The

coating process was controlled using AFM and REM. The coating with nontoxic and

good biodegradable lipid nanoparticles reduces the colonisation of multiresistant

Staphylococcus aureus and other pathogen bacteria. The developed procedure of

coating of the catheters consists of three steps, namely pre-treatment of catheters by

means of plasma; immersion of catheters in nanoparticles containing suspension with

subsequent drying and finally after-treatment of the catheters with plasma. In addition

the lipid nanoparticles can be removed using standard cleaning procedures between

60-70 

o

C. Thus, all may still adhering microorganisms and other contaminants can be

eliminated. At the end of the cleaning procedure and treatment the coated

angiographie-catheters are in the original state with sterile surface and completely free

of possible contaminations. To increase the integration potential of the foreseen

process the work is focussed on non-thermal plasma sources working at atmospheric

pressure: plasma jet. Plasma jets were used in order to generate a non-thermal

plasma, which can operate with moderate power consumption and therefore is

predestined for the local plasma treatment and scanning of heat-sensitve surfaces of

catheters. Another advantage is the reduction of microorganism using the plasma jet for

the pre- and after-treatment of the catheters.
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